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Every time you meet Alva for invasion, you'il be given a room to enter. In the upper right corner, it will show you a small minima of the room that explains what effects you get from killing an architect and shows you where they are. One architect is always to the left and the other is to the right when he moves in. Some rooms only fool the statistics of monsters, reduce your max resistance, create tempests,
etc., but do not give actual benefit to level 3, at which point the room will have an experimental chest that falls special temple element. They seem to be mostly staves/stick (which no one wants), but your mileage can vary. This you like, but you have not yet fully booked in the last 120 years, given that it is about getting a room that can fall more loot and upgrade a room in floor 3, the first will actually give you
something (currency, rare jewelry, etc.), the latter will probably give you a magic wand that will give you a few pieces of change. It is assumed that level 3 rooms may fall special unique (most of which are probably garbage seller due to GGG's design policy). The main rooms are those, such as tunnels, corridor, etc., that when crossed, do not show anything special. You need to kill an architect to upgrade
them during the invasion and you may not be given the opportunity to do so, since the selected rooms during invasions are RNG. Refusing to make the invasion doesn't make Alva change the room the next time you meet him. These rooms contain mob crowds, but there is no architect and nothing special. Crowds can fall at random and stone, which you need to use DURING the invasion to open a blocked
door. Blocked doors are marked with red on the map and allow you to enter new rooms. Ideally, you want to open doors leading to the top or other inaccessible rooms. People have reported full clearing incursions and are not getting a stone, so it seems they are not guaranteed to fall, and often fall too far from the door. You have to do all this during a very short period of time, so DPS is key. At low levels,
without enough DPS, it may not be possible to kill the architect over time. Keep selling rare products to get alch to buy facilities and you'll be able to do it with ease though. You will get more time by killing mobs / harm the architect. Tip: When you gate during an invasion, you have a small grace period in which you can press the tab to open the map and look around to see where to move. Wear fastvery
flasks if you still can't spam skills movements. If you end up wearing an explosive room, you can pick up explosives during the visit to the temple itself special chests) to open a blocked passage, but this is RNG and you may not get the opportunity to change the room for explosives room (or get enough stone from passages to give up to open access to an explosive room). During the visit to the temple, it
simply robs all the rooms you have access to. The peak is the fight against the boss with An omnic, which appears to be a floating pyramid that fires the energy rays and such. After they damage it for a while, it will become invincible, move to the center and create a red energy shield, then summon servants who will try to move towards it. This phase looks similar to the battle with Atziri, perhaps the servants
are treating the boss. After the phase is over, just kill it as normal. The boss seems guaranteed to give up the temple unique, which is mostly a garbage seller. Every 11 interventions = a new temple, and you can repeat this endlessly. There is no time limit during temple running itself (except the standard instance reset timer if you're away for too long). There is no reason to save invasions / temple runs,
while leveling, unless you deviate from tracking for trials or something, they give you more XP / booty. Warning : the crowds from the temple are much more tanked and hit harder than ordinary crowds during history, even without the mods of the temple. Page 2 6 comments page 2i.redd.it/d59vuy... The leaders of betrayal are very comfortable. Is there anything like this to invade? Which rooms to change.
Which only change if you think you can get them on level 3? The rooms are arranged from the best to the worst? Something like that. I think some of us are going to give us a hand. 2 4 comments Updated 6/4/18 add more information about armor workshop, jewellers workshop and sparring room Updated 6/4/18 corrected omnitect item gating information and drop atziri 6-linkLink to pastbin made for me by
Anteron Note not updated ... it's much nicer for the eyes though * [pastebin] And have been thinking about how to build your temple for maximum profit and clear speed. This you need: If you have any thoughts or different opinions, please feel free to tell me, always trying to be more effective. Part 1 room: rooms you take, regardless of the number of incursions you have left behind. B rooms: rooms you take
if they have already been built up to t1 or as needed for a utility. With floor rooms: rooms you take to overwrite rooms that are simply not worth the effort. D floor rooms: not worth doing due to the time or risk associated with these rooms. SSS Floor Room: Apex on atzoatl: Capable of dropping end game rarely at any level make a connection here over something. Level room: The royal meeting rooms: atziri
has always been quite easy while building around the fight, well worth the rewards, if only for the chance of a snippet. The study studied: you can not go wrong with a map for prey, have not noticed whether the study will fall unrelated cards similar to Zana, but this will make this room even more valuable. Vault: currency. There's nothing more to say here. Jewellery shop: There's a chance to drop unique and
rare jewellery from previous T3 leagues as mascots. There's a chance I'il throw a rare a T3 basket that misses 3 unique. Storage room: There are crates randomly filled with loot from other prey rooms and at higher levels can drop league-specific unique, despite This is one of the best rooms to pick up. Workshop Gemcutters: A great choice whether you're trying to get a precious corruption apparatus or just
trying to stock up on GCP. Tempest generator: In case you haven't noticed, tempest works on the chest, making this room worth it with broadcasts to increase drops or corrupt farm 6L items. There were a few questions about how running works. You stand in the circle, and when you run to you or to all the crowds that were in it, you get a buff, while this buff continues to hold on to every back you open, or
the crowds that kill damaged objects, or an enlarged element you find if it's a emitting storm. Corrupt chamber: the chance to turn 10c unique into an element worth a few es is fair to give up. Explosives room: this room crashes into higher levels that give decent amounts of currency, with the added bonus of explosives, so you have both safety net, and you don't have to deviate from the situation. The plum
research lab: this one is hard to put on, the disorders always seem to have good density and the added benefit of our companions item find buff certainly helps. But I still can not help, but put it under all the rooms of the level. I guess it's a B+. Sacrificial: useful but not so good unless your farming goal is specific in ssf of trying to make HH in t3 cameras. T1 will make a unique random from whatever
sacrofice... It's essentially a 5-for-1 prophecy. T2 will make the random unique from a pool, including unique ones that are league exclusive. T3 will make a random unique, which is the same type as a sacrophyte in the pool, which includes exclusive elements of the league. Seminar: provides 15% IQ with a little flaw and affects chests, which makes it very desirable in my opinion. Temple of Empowerment: a
little risky, as this affects only connected rooms, but if you get it on level 3 you more than likely have at least 3 connections and at least 1 other row 3 of it. Poisonous garden/lightning workshop/flame workshop/hacking: They are all pleasant with largely ignored right flaws, in addition to providing an amazing leveling/crafting element they are also what gate rare attaching elements falling from the almighty hit
them, since these elements are the whole reason we make the temple. * Room B from level C: Guardhouse: provides 30% packaging without flaw, you will put it in level B, but unless making high-level cards will most likely not completely clear. Bulletproof vest workshop: The best you can get here are bulletproof vests, with a downside to 30% monster life. I usually miss this unless it's level 3. There's a
chance I'il throw a rare T3 chest that misses 3 unique of this unique type. Sparring room: Same as the armor workshop. It's okay if you can get wild cards, but you'il unless it is T3. There's a chance I'il throw a rare T3 crate that misses three unique of this type of room. Poisonous garden /lightning workshop /flame workshop/ hacking: They are all pleasant with largely unobeyed flaws. That said, they do not so
the best you will get from this room is leveling elements due to the production of the rng base. **Tier D Rooms:Trap: This is the most dangerous room in the temple and also slows you down largely by making you wait for jump traps. That said, some of the most desirable special mods. Whether it's worth the risk and added time is your decision, but it's not for me because of the ring of mods and basics.
Don't gate drops omnicetesPulsi for recovery: This will turn beef rarely into monsters comparable to red beasts. Not unless you have room for an ice bomb. do not gate omnictz dropsPage 2 175 comments
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